STEPPING
OUT
In the second part of her two-column special,
Marianka Swain asks some female same-sex
dance partnerships what makes them work so well
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ngela Brooks and
Penny Johnson’s dance
partnership began soon
after their relationship, “which we
did worry about, but we’ve never
regretted it,” says Angela. “It gives
us immense pleasure to share our
passion for dancing.”
Diane Wilmott ﬁrst saw partner
Sarah Hughes at a Rivoli class
ten years ago, “although it took
us a few months to get talking.
Spookily, we then realised we
had mutual acquaintances
through our work in theatre.”
The pair entered the Pink
Jukebox Trophy (PJT) “for
fun – and we haven’t stopped
since!” says Sarah. “We respond
similarly to most situations, so we
understand what the other person
is going through,” adds Diane.
“We take care of each other.”
Viennese dance teacher
Roswitha met partner Del at the
2005 PJT and subsequently
moved to London to live with
her. “Ballroom is a shared joy,”
she explains. “We both have the
passion to improve, and we also
love improvising. We have a great
connection from heart to heart
and from centre to centre.”
Angela and Penny initially
trained differently, “but, as our

life and dance partnerships
strengthened, we became similar
in the way we learn and solve
problems,” observes Angela.
Roswitha and Del’s opposite
work hours mean training time is
precious, so they try to head off
potential conﬂict: “I choreograph
the routines, but then we go to
a coach, so we have someone
external,” explains Roswitha. “We
train as equal partners, and we
have frequent ‘bus stops’ - short
talks in which we offer feedback.”
Diane relies on intellect: “I
can name the step, but Sarah
can dance the timing, as she
feels it in her body. We’re both
control freaks, so there are mini

power struggles.” Sarah adds:
“We’re still a strong partnership
after six years and we never
blame each other for mistakes.
We’re proud of competing in
mainstream competitions as well
as same-sex, although we love
the solidarity of the latter, and
we enjoy it all: travelling, learning
new dances, having a laugh with
our teachers, planning outﬁts
and trying to be taken seriously
in our professional lives while
sporting orange fake tan!”
One of Angela’s highlights
is dancing a solo rumba in the
A Latin ﬁnal in Vienna, plus
moments “when we feel we’ve
danced better than ever before”.
Roswitha loves dancing a new
routine to music: “It ﬂows and
vibes between us.” Sarah’s
proud of bringing home medals
from all the international samesex competitions, but she and
Diane were particularly chuffed
to be placed ﬁfth in the 18+ B
Latin at last year’s Gay Games,
“given that we’re so comfortably
over 18! We were probably the
happiest women in Cologne.” ●

Sarah Hughes (following)
and Diane Wilmott
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